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AVERAGING IN DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
DRIVEN BY DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 

by 

Yuri Kifer 

Dedicated to Jacob Palis for his sixtieth birthday 
Abstract. — The averaging setup arises in the study of perturbations of parametric 
families of dynamical Systems when parameters start changing slowly in time. Usu-
ally, averaging methods are applied to Systems of differential équations which combine 
slow and fast motions. This paper deals with différence équations case which leads to 
wider class of models and examples. The averaging principle is justified here under a 
gênerai condition which is verified when unperturbed transformations either préserve 
smooth measures or they are hyperbolic. The convergence speed in the averaging 
principle is estimated for some cases, as well. 

1. Introduction 

In the study of évolution of many real Systems we can usually observe only few 
parameters while other less significant ones are regarded as constant in time. A more 
précise investigation may reveal that thèse parameters change, as well, but much 
slower than the others. Thèse leads to complicated double scale équations describing 
slow and fast motions which are difficult to solve directly. Such problems were en-
countered with already long ago in celestial mechanics in the study of perturbations 
of planetary motion. People noticed that good approximations of the slow motion on 
long time intervais can be obtained by averaging coefficients of its équation in fast 
variables. This averaging principle was applied in celestial mechanics long before it 
was rigourously justified in some cases in the middle of the 20th century (see [18] and 
historical remarks there). 

Traditionally, averaging methods were employed in the study of two scale ordinary 
differential équations describing a continuous time motion. On the other hand, it 
is well known that the study of discrète time dynamical Systems, i.e. of itérâtes of 
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104 Y. KIFER 

transformations (not necessarily invertible), enables us to deal with a wider class of 
models and examples and to reveal new effects. Suppose that an idealized physical 
System can be described by a transformation FQ of a (d + m)-dimensional space and 
there exist fonctions X ] , . . . , Xd which do not change along orbits of Fo (intégrais 
of motion). Then, generically, Fo can be written as a transformation of a locally 
trivial fiber bundle M. = {(x,y) : x G Rd, y G Mx) with base Rd and fibers Mx 
being m-dimensional manifolds acting by the formula FQ{X, y) = (x, fxy) where fx = 
/(x, •) : Mx —» Mx is a transformation of Mx. It is natural to view a real physical 
System as a perturbation of the above idealized one, and so it should be described by 
a transformation 

(1.1) F£{x, y) = (x + e${x, y, e), f(x, y, e)) 

where $(•,-,e) : M -> Rd and f(x, : Mx Mx. Since locally M. has a product 
structure U x Af, where U is an open subset of Wl and M is an m-dimensional 
manifold, and itérâtes F£n(x, y) of any point (x, y) in U x M stay there for ail n ^ S/e 
with small but fixed S = 6(x) > 0 we conclude that it suffices to study the évolution 
on time intervais of order 1/e only on product spaces and then glue pièces of orbits 
together. 

In this paper we consider différence équations of the form 

Xe\n + 1) - Xe(n) = e$(X£(n), Y£{n),e), X£(0) = x, 

(1'2) Y£(n + 1) - f(X£(n), y£(n), e), Y£(0) = y 

where Xe (n) = Xfr y{n) G IRd, Y£(n) = Y£ (n) runs on a compact m-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold M, $ = $(x,y,e) is a Lipschitz in x,y,e vector fonction, 
fx('i^) = f{xri£) ig a family of smooth maps (usually, endomorphisms or diffeo-
morphisms) of M close to fx. Thus (X£y(n),Y£y(n)) = F™(x,y). The équations 
(1.2) usually cannot be solved explicitly and it is désirable to approximate its solu
tions for small s. Returning back to the unperturbed e = 0 case éliminâtes the slow 
motion Xe completely and gives a rather pure approximation valid only for bounded 
time intervais. The averaging principle is supposed to give a prescription how to ap
proximate the slow motion Xe on time intervais of order 1/e. Récurrent relations (1.2) 
can be regarded as a more gênerai than usual setup for perturbations of dynamical 
Systems where not only the transformation itself is perturbed but also we begin to 
take into account évolution of some parameters whose change was disregarded before. 

We note that the standard continuous time averaging setup (see [13]) can be always 
reduced by discretizing time to a model described by différence équations of type 
(1.2). On the other hand, an attempt to go the other way around faces substantial 
difficulties since the standard suspension construction should be implemented now for 
différent transformations fx and it is not clear how to glue everything together in an 
appropriate way. Observe, that (1.2) can be gêneralized adding some randomness in 
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AVERAGING IN DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS DRIVEN BY DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 105 

the right hand sides there so that fx(-,e) become random endomorphisms, but we 
will not discuss this setup here. 

Assume, first, that the fast motion Y£(n) is independent of the slow variables, i.e. 
f(x,y,e) = fy, and so Yx (n) = fny. For an ergodic /-invariant probability measure 
fj, the limit 

(1.3) e$(X£(t))X£(0 
1 
N 

v-i 

n=0 

e$(X£(t))f e$(X£(t))X£(0 

exists for /i-almost ail y. For such y's uniformly in n the solution Xxy of (1.2) is close 
on any time interval of order 1/e to the solution Xe — = Xx^, taken at integer 
times, of the différential équation 

(1.4) 
dX£(t\ 

dt 
e$(X£(t)), X£(0) =x 

where <É> = (see similar continuous time results in [18]). Already in this case the 
averaging principle works only for /i-almost ail initial points y and for différent y's 
averaged solutions may be différent. In the particular case when / is uniquely ergodic 
the convergence in (1.3) is uniform in y and for ail y, whence the averaged équation 
(1.4) and its solution are unique and the latter approximates X£(n), n G [0,N/e] 
uniformly. 

The gênerai case (1.2) when the fast and the slow motions are fully coupled is much 
more complicated. The averaging principle suggests here to approximate X£x by Xx 
satisfying (1.4) but with $ given by 

(1.5) $(x) = ^,(x) = lim 
n—>OO n 

n—1 
e$(X£(t))g 

Â; = 0 

provided the last limit exists for "most" x and y. If \ix is an ergodic invariant measure 
of fx then the limit (1.5) exists for /ix.-almost ail y1 s and 

(1.6) e$(X£(t))X£(0) =r $(x,y)dfix(y). 

Observe that Lipschitz continuity of $ cannot be guaranteed now without further 
assumptions even for smooth and so we do not have automatically existence and, 
especially, uniqueness of solutions in (1.4) in thèse gênerai circumstances. On the 
other hand, consider the récurrent relation for X (n) = Xx(n), 

(1.7) X" (n + 1) = XE (n) + £^(XE(n)), X* (0) = x 

which détermines X (n) without any conditions on $ and it is easy to see that if $ 
is Lipschitz continuous and bounded then 

(1.8) max \XeJn) -XJri)\ ^ CTe 
e$(X£(t) 
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106 Y. KIFER 

for some CT > 0 independent of e. Thus we may discuss the approximation of X£(n) 
by X (n) under more gênerai conditions when we even do not have uniquely defined 
solutions of (1.4). 

In gênerai, there exists no natural family of invariant measures \ixi x G RFI, since 
the transformations fx may have rather différent properties for différent x's and the 
averaging principle can be justified here only under substantial restrictions. First, 
the averaging prescription relies here on existence of a family of probability measures 
jix such that the limit (1.5) exists /ix-almost everywhere (a.e.) and it is given by 
(1.6) (at least, Lebesgue a.e. in x). Of course, in addition, we need suffîciently good 
dependence of <Ê> and / in (1.2) on e but still, this does not seem to be enough, in 
gênerai. The problem here is that the average in (1.5) is taken along orbits of the 
unperturbed fast motion but in the perturbed évolution (1.2) we cannot disregard now 
changes in the slow variable parameter of the fast motion, and so we have to study 
the interplay between unperturbed and perturbed dynamics. Namely, the method of 
this paper relies on measure estimâtes of sets of pairs (x, y) which arrive under the 
action of to sets of points with a specified behavior of averages for the unperturbed 
évolution. Then we will show that the slow motion is close to the averaged one in 
certain L1-sensé. Required estimâtes can be done assuming, for instance, that each 
fx is a smooth endomorphism or a diffeomorphism of M preserving a smooth measure 
\ix on M which is ergodic for Lebesgue almost ail (a.a.) x. This resuit is a discrète 
time version of Anosov's theorem [1] which is one of few gênerai results about fully 
coupled averaging. Actually, we prove our resuit under a gênerai condition which is 
satisfied in essentially ail known cases where the averaging principle holds true and it 
does not rely on existence of smooth invariant measures as in Anosov's approach. 

Recently, quite a few papers dealt with a class of diffeomorphisms called stably 
ergodic (see, for instance, [5]) which are volume preserving ergodic diffeomorphisms 
having a C2-neighborhood of volume preserving ergodic diffeomorphisms. If each fx 
from our parametric family belongs to such a neighborhood then our results yield 
an L1-convergence in the averaging principle. Moreover, we need ergodicity only 
for almost ail x's which suggests to study parametric families of volume preserving 
diffeomorphisms which are ergodic for almost ail parameter values. When convergence 
in the averaging principle in a fully coupled setup (1.2) holds true for any reasonable 
<ï> we can naturally regard this as a manifestation of compatibility of /x's or their 
stability within our parametric family. 

Observe that our resuit works in the case when ail fxs are C2 expanding transfor
mations of M which always possess fast mixing smooth invariant measures [ix. On 
the other hand, close relatives of expanding transformations Anosov and Axiom A 
diffeomorphism do not possess, generically, smooth invariant measures. Still, relying 
on spécifie properties of Axiom A System in a neighborhood of an attractor we will be 
able to carry out necessary estimâtes for \ix being either Lebesgue or corresponding 
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AVERAGING IN DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS DRIVEN BY DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 107 

Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) measures, and so the averaging principle will be justified 
in this case, as well. Moreover, using moderate déviations estimâtes from [12] for this 
case we will give an estimate of déviation of the slow motion from the averaged one. 
More délicate limit theorems (large déviations, central limit theorem etc.) for thèse 
déviations will be studied in another paper. Some relevant results in this direction 
were obtained recently in [3]. 

Our conditions need ergodicity of measures \ix only for a.a. and not ail x's which 
is important in the présence of résonances. For instance, let fx be a parametric 
family of toral translations. Ail of them préserve the Lebesgue measure but only 
translations with rationally independent mod 1 frequencies are ergodic. Assuming 
that thèse frequencies dépend only on the slow variable x we see that, generically, 
they will be rationally independent mod 1 for Lebesgue almost ail and not ail x's. 
For such translations and also for some skew translations of the torus (which are both 
uniquely ergodic) we will be able to estimate the speed of convergence in the averaging 
principle deriving a discrète time version of Neistadt's theorem (see a comprehensive 
exposition of Anosov's and Neistadt's theorems in [13]). 

The author is grateful to the anonimous référée for several useful suggestions im-
proving the exposition. 

2. Preliminaries and main results 

Assume that the right hand sides in (1.2) satisfy 

\$(x,y,e) - $(z,v) \ + dM(f(x,y,e),f(z,v)) ^ Lie + |x - z\ + dM{y,v)) 
(2.1) 

and \${x,y,è)\ ^ L 

for some L > 0 independent of e > 0, x, z G Md and y, v G M, where {x,y,è) = 
$(z,v,0), {x,y,è) = = /(z,v,0), = /(x,-) : M -» M for each x G ld is a 
Lipschitz map and G?M is the Riemannian metric on M. In Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 
below we will assume also that 

(2.2) ||*(.,.,e)||cl+ !!/(.,.,e)||cl < L and I),.„/[-.) />,,,/(•.-!|! ' l.r 

where || • ||Cfc is the Ck norm of the corresponding map and DXyVf is the differential 
at (x, y) of the map / : ld x M —> M. Our setup includes also a family of probability 
measure jix, x G Rd on M depending measurably on x. For each n G N and ô > 0 set 

E(n,6) = \(x,y) 
i n-l 

n 
vr 

e$(X£(t))X£(0 xss+ 

where <I>(x) = JM ^(x,y)dfj,x(y). Assume that for ail x, z G Md, 

(2.3) $(a:) -
/M 

<f>(x,y)dfiz{y) < i 2 k - z| 
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108 Y. KIFER 

and there exist a^eo > 0 such that for any T, ô > 0, k G N, and a compact K C Wl we 
can find dr,K{k, ô) —• 0 as k —> oo and 77(5) —> 00 as s —> 0 such that for any e: ̂  so 
and k ^ ??(£), 

(2.4) fi((K x M) n F£-nE(k, ô)) <: dT^K(k, ô) if n ^ T/e - jfc, 

where d/j,(x,y) = dfix(y)d£(x) and £ is the Lebesgue measure on IRci. 

TheoremU. — Suppose that (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4) hold true. Then for any T > 0 
and a compact set K cRd, 

(2.5) lim 
>U JK J NI O^n^T/. 

sup \XExJn)-XJn)\dtix(y)de(x)=Q 

where Xx(t) is the solution of (1-4)-

The conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are clear and rather standard, the condition (2.3) 
is less straightforward, in gênerai, while the assumption (2.4) is far from being trans
parent. We will provide in Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 two important classes of trans
formations fx such that (2.3) and (2.4) hold true for any perturbation satisfying 
(2.1) and (2.2). It is instructive to verify thèse conditions in the simpler well known 
setup when the fast motion does not dépend on e and on the slow one, i.e. when 
F£(x,y) = (x + £&(x,y,e), fy) where / is a map of M. Suppose that ail measures 
fix coincide with the same ergodic /-invariant probability measure ^0 on M so that 

= £ x /i0. Then (2.3) follows automatically and 

/z((AT x M)nF~nE(k,ô)) fjL0(Ex)d£(x) 
Jk 

where 
Ex = Ex(n,k,ô) = {y G M : (X£xJn)Jny) G E(k,ô)}. 

Set Ez(k,ô) = {y : (z,y) G E(k,ô)}. By (2.1) we have that Eu(k,d) C Ez{k1d/2) 
provided \u — z\ ^ 6/AL. Hence, 

Ex,z = EXtZ(n,k,6) = {ye M : \X£v.y(n) - z\ ^ S/AL and fny e EXiy(n)(k,ô)} 

rnEz(k,ô/2). 

Let Kr dénotes the closed r-neighborhood of K. By (2.1), X% (n) G KLT if x G K 
and n ^T/e. Thus, if z\,..., z\ is a minimal £/4L-net in KLT then Xfc (n) belongs 
to a 5/4L-ball around sorne zi provided n ^T/e. Then, for any x G K, 

Ex(n,k,ô) C u U ^ ( n , f c , ( 5 ) C Uli=1f-"EZi(k,ô/2). 

Since /io is /-invariant and ergodic we obtain from here that 

fjL0(Ex(n,k,S)) 
1 

d+d1drd 
i0(EZi(k,ô/2)) ^ 0 as k -» 00 

and (2.4) follows. 
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We note that though the assumption (2.4) does not seem to be weakest possible 
it is rather clear that without some compatibility between measures x G Md the 
averaging principle is not going to work, in gênerai. Consider, for instance, the fol-
lowing simplest example where d = 1, M is a circle T1 of length 1, ail fx coincide 
with the identity transformation of T1, $(x,y,e) = &(y) is a C1 function depending 
only on y. We define px to be the unit mass at x (mod 1) regarded as a point of 
T1 which is identified with the unit interval whose end points are glued together. Of 
course, each px is an ergodic invariant measure of the identity transformation and 
(2.3) holds true, as well. Extending $ as a 1-periodic function to the whole M1 we 
can write ¥(x) = f <£>(y)dpx(y) = for any x G M1. Then dX£(t)/dt = e<S>(X£'(t)) 
and Z(t) = X£(t/e) satisfies dZ(t)/dt = Clearly, X£xy(n) =x + en$(y), and 
so 

r1 r 

{x,y,è) x d+dkl 
sup \Xt Jn) - X£Jn)\dLLx(y)d£(x) 

re 
r1 

{x,y,è)x 
sup \t$(x)+x-ZJt)W(x) + 0(è 

The last intégral is positive, in gênerai, (take, for instance, <3>(x) = cos2 2TTX obtaining 
Zx(t) — (27r)_1 arctan(27rt + tan27rx)) and it does not dépend on £, so we do not 
have (2.5) in this case. More substantial examples of nonconvergence in (2.5) can be 
constructed, as well, but the whole question is not yet completely understood. 

Next, we will provide more spécifie conditions which ensure that (2.4) is satisfied. 
We assume now that (2.1) and (2.2) hold true and that for each x G Wl we are 
given an fx-invariant probability measure /ix where fx is supposed to be now a C2-
endomorphism of M, i.e. its differential Dyfx is nondegenerate at any point y G M. 

Corollary 2.2. — Suppose that each measure \ix has a Radon-Nikodim derivative 
q(x,y) = qx(y) = dfj,x(y)/dp(y) with respect to the normalized Riemannian volume p 
on M such that 

(2-6) ||g||Ci + | | l / 9 | | < I 

where \\ • ||ci Q>nd || • || are corresponding C1 and supremum norms. Then there exists 
C = CT,K such that for ail n ^ T/s and k G N7 

(2.7) p((K x M) n F£-nE(k, S)) ^ Cp({KLT x M) fi E(k, S)) 

were, again, dp.(x.y) = dpx(y)d£. Assume, in addition, that for £-a.a. x the limit 
(1.5) exists px-a.e. and it is given by (1.6). Then P((KLT X M) fl E(k,S)) —> 0 as 
k —> oo and (2.4) follows. Since (2.1) and (2.6) imply (2.3) then (2.5) holds true, as 
well. Clearly, the measures px can be replaced there by the Riemannian volume p. 

We claim that (2.4) is also satisfied in the setup of hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. 
Namely, we assume now that fx, x G Rd are diffeomorphisms and for each x there 
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110 Y. KIFER 

exists a compact fx-invariant set Ax C M which is a basic hyperbolic attractor for fx 
(see [11]). Moreover, we assume that there exists an open set W C M such that for 
ail x e Rd, 

(2.8) AXCW, fxWcW, and nn>0 f™W = Ax. 

Dénote by \ix the Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) invariant measure of fx on Ax. Recall, 
that \ix can be obtained as a weak limit of fxpw as n —> oo where pw is the normalized 
restriction of the Riemannian volume p on M to W (see [11]). There are several other 
important characterizations of the SRB measure px, in particular, it is the unique 
equilibrium state of fx for the function 

(2.9) <P*(V) =-log Jï(y) 

where Jx(y) is the absolute value of the Jacobian with respect to the Riemannian 
inner products of the linear map Dyfx : Txy —» ^ where T\xM = Tsx © Tx is the 
hyperbolic splitting. The measure px sits on Ax and, in gênerai, even when Ax — M 
(Anosov diffeomorphism case) is singular with respect to the Riemannian volume p 
so that Corollary 2.2 is not applicable here. 

Corollary 2.3. — Suppose that (2.1) and (2.2) hold true and for each x G M.D a C2 
diffeomorphism fx of M is given which C2 dépends on x and possesses a basic hy
perbolic attractor Ax satisfying (2.8). Then (2.3)~(2.5) hold true if each px is taken 
to be the corresponding SRB measure. This remains true if instead of SRB measures 
we take in Theorem 2.1 px coinciding for each x with the Riemannian volume pw 
restricted to the set W satisfying (2.8). Moreover, for each 7 > 0 and a compact set 
K there exists CK,J > 0 such that 

(2.10) 
JK JM 0<n<T, 

sup \X'(n) - XEJn)\dpw(y)d£(x) <: CKJ\ogl/e)-*+ 

Note that the convergence (2.5) can be derived from the results announced in [3] 
but we consider it useful to have an independent direct proof based on Theorem 2.1. 
The bound (2.10) will be derived from estimâtes of the next section and the moderate 
déviations asymptotics obtained in [12]. The estimate (2.10) holds true also when 
/x, are C2 expanding endomorphisms of M but (2.5) follows for them already 
from Corollary 2.2 since they préserve smooth ergodic invariant measures (see, for 
instance, [14]). Moreover, it is possible to extend Corollary 2.3 to the continuous time 
case of flows with hyperbolic attractors. If fx do not dépend on x then methods from 
[12] yield easily much better estimate of order yfë for the left hand side of (2.10) (cf. 
[8]). In the gênerai case Y^y(n) and f£y diverge exponentially fast and the arguments 
of the next section yield only a logarithmic estimate of speed of convergence in (2.10). 
Still, a more précise study of normalized déviations e~1^2(X^y([t/e}) - Xx([t/e])) 
which should lead also to the central limit theorem here is likely to provide the order 
y/ë estimate for the left hand side of (2.10) in the gênerai case, as well. 
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AVERAGING IN DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS DRIVEN BY DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 111 

Next, we consider two types of spécifie uniquely ergodic diffeomorphisms fx of an 
777-dimensional torus TM falling into the framework of Corollary 2.2 for which we will 
be able to obtain good estimâtes of speed of convergence in (2.5). First type of thèse 
diffeomorphisms consists of translations of TM defined by 

(2.11) fx(yi,"",ym) = ({yi + ui(x)}1...,{ym-\-ujrn(x)}) 

where UJ(X) = (CJI(X), . . . ,cum(x)) is a vector function of frequencies and {a} dénotes 
the fractional part of a. Ail thèse fx préserve the Lebesgue measure p on Tm and it 
is well known (see, for instance, [7]) that fx is ergodic (and even uniquely ergodic) 
if and only if the vector cu(x) has rationally independent mod 1 components. The 
second class of diffeomorphisms consists of skew translations of Tm having the form 

(2.12) /,(://!.....i/m) 

= ({2/1 + «(x)}, {y2 + P2l2/l}, • • • , {Vm. + Pmiyi + ' • • + Pm,m-l2/m-l}) 

where pij are positive integers and a is a function on Rd. Again, each fx préserves 
the Lebesgue measure p and it is ergodic (and uniquely ergodic) if and only if a(x) is 
irrational. 

Since M is now the torus TM we can regard <3>(x, y), y = {yi,.. >, y m) as a vector 
function on Rd x Rm 1-periodic in each y3l j = 1,. . . , m. Furthermore, we assume 
that y) can be extended as an analytic function <£(#, y -f iz) to a strip 

{y + iz : y e Rm, |^| < k, z - 1, 2 , . . . , m} C Cm, k > 0 

with |<I>| ̂  L. The latter condition can be relaxed to finite differentiability similar to 
[13] and it will be used only to get appropriate estimâtes on remainders of Fourier 
séries. Following, [13] we say that a map £ : Rd —* Rl satisfies Kolmogorov's non-
degeneracy condition if its Jacobi matrix (d£j/dxk) has rank / at any point x which 
means that d ^ / and the maximal absolute value \ç(x) of déterminants of / x / 
submatrices of (dÇj/dxk) is positive. 

Theorem 2.4. — Suppose that $ and f satisfy (2.1) and (2.2) and, in addition, $ 
satisfies the above analyticity condition and /x, x G W1 are either ail translations of 
Tn defined by (2.11) or ail skew translations defined by (2.12) with u{x) : Rd -+ Rm 
and a(x) : Rd —» R satisfying Kolmogorov's nondegeneracy condition. Then there 
exists co > 0 such that for every c < co, each compact set K C Rd and any T > 0 
there exists CT,K,c > 0 such that 

(2.13) 
J K J M O^n^T/e 

sup \XlJn) - X£x(n)\dp(y)d£(x) ^ C W cec 

Moreover, if fx, x G R are given by (2.11) then we can take CQ = 1/5 and if they are 
given by (2.12) then CQ = l/(3m + 7) will do. 

Actually, employing the approach from [15] it is possible to prove (2.13) for fx 
given by (2.11) with c = 1/2. 
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112 Y. KIFER 

3. General estimâtes and convergence 

We begin with a gênerai basic estimate which will be used in the proof of both 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.4. Set Rk(x,y) = dM(Yly(k), f£y). 

Proposition 3.1. — Suppose that (2.1) and (2.3) hold true. There exists C > 0 such 
that ifl ^ n(e) ^ T/e and N(e) is the intégral part ofT(en(s))~1 then for ail x € W1, 
y G M, e G (0,1) and 6 > 0, 

(3.1) sup \Xex (n) - Xex(n)\ < CeCT x [TS + en(e)(T + 1) 
0<n<T/e 

+ eT E S ) _ 1 ( E ^ _ 1 Rk(Xly(jn(e)),Yly(jn(e))) 

f n(e)I^(n(e)>tf)(X^(jn(e)),y4(jn(e)); 

where Ir(v) = 1 ifv^T and — 0, otherwise. 

Proof. — By (1.4)-(1.6) and (2.1) 

S U D \X£Js) -X£(k)\ < LE. 
k<s<k+l 

and so by (2.3), 
•fc+i 

4ù 
<t>{X£(s))ds - $(X£(k)) ^EL2(L+1) 

Hence, by (1.2) and (1.4) for Xe{n) = Xxy{n) and X£(n) = X£x{n) we have 

\X^(n) - XE(n)\ < e2nL2(L + 1) + e Efc=<! (^(k), Y°(k),e) - $(X£(k))) 

< e2nL2(L + 1) + e Efc=o | ($(X£(fc),o | ($(X£(fc),MX^k), YE(k))\ 

(3.2) +e V?:n mx*(k),Y'(k)) -W(k))) + eY2Zn \$(Xe(k)) - <i>(X£(k))\ 

£ e2nL(L2 + L + 1) + e\ T?~n ($(X£(k), Ye(k)) - <ï>(Xe(k))) 

f£L2(L + l)E"-n|Xe(ddddfc)-Xe(fc)|. 

By a version of the discrète Gronwall inequality (see, for instance, Lemma 4.20 in [9]) 
we dérive from (3.2) that 

(3.3) \X£{n) - X£{n)\ ^ (1 + sL(L + l))""1 (e2nL(L2 + L+Ï 

+ e\ElU (*(*e(*0> Y°(k)) - HX^k)))\) 

Next, setting x£j = X^y(jn(e)) and y| = Vafy(jn(e)) we obtain by (2.1) that 

(3.4) sup0<n<;T/. ZÎZo (*(Xsx,v(k),Yly(k)) - HXly(k))) 

ç 2Ln(e) + E . S ' " 1 Ek=o 1 l'H-Y... ( ^ ) . V,: ( A i ) - <1>(.V,,,( , 
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(3.5) H ,; ' CI'<.V, .„ ih. Y, „ ikr, - -l-i.Vr .„ iA-)./: //,;) 

\Xez,v(k)-z\ s^eLk xxs 

(3.6) Y?Tl (9(XL ..,(k), fïexâ) - *(*5, fit/?)) C I H T IXL „.,(&) -

and 

(3.7) \Xez,v(k)-z\ s^eLk 

for any z S Kd and i> e M. In addition, by (2.1) and (2.3), 

(3.8) E.=f{x,y,è) xcssss- *H)n(e) < L(L + 1) V ^ f 1 IXL Jk) -

Observe also that 

(3.9) Y?-rl *(z,fïv) - Wz)n(e) ^ n(e)(S + 2LlFAniFV^(z,v)). 

Finally, Proposition 3.1 follows from (3.3)-(3.9). 

Now we can complète the proof of Theorem 2.1. Observe that by (2.1) and (3.7), 

Rk(x,y) = dM(f(Xly(k - l).V,,„i/.- - h. >-./f //1 

* '/ '.n/! V , - (fc - l),e),/(AT= (A: - I i. V,,,(/.- - 1)) 

(3.10) 

+ ./,,!/•: .Y, , , / ( / . - - 1), Yx,y{k - 1), s), /(x, ï^(fc - 1)) 
\Xez,v(k)-z\ s^eLk \Xez,v(k)-z\ s^ 

^ L^ + Lefc + fifc-^a;,^)) 

= ^ E t " d ^ ( i + M f e - 0 ) 

< e£,(l+ £,*)(£,* " l ) ( i - l )-1. 

Integrating (3.1) against /i over K x Af and taking n(e) = min([/;(£)], [(log^)1^"}) for 
some a <G (0,1) we dérive from (2.4), (3.1), and (3.10) that for any T, 7 > 0 there 
exists C(T, 7) > 0 such that 

(3.11) 
\Xez,v(k)-z\ s^eLk 

sup \X£xJn)-X£x(n)\dn{x,y) ^ C(TN)(6 + £1-<+ dT,K(n(e)J)). 

Letting, first, e —> 0 and then S —• 0 we obtain (2.5). 

4. Proof of Corollaries 

4.1. We deal first with Corollary 2.2. Dénote by J&cyfx the Jacobian of the linear 
map Dyfx : TyM —> Tjt.uM with respect to the Riemannian norms. Since fx is 
an endomorphism Jacy/X is bounded away from zéro uniformly m y G M and in x 
belonging to a compact set. The density qx of the /^-invariant measure jix satisfies 

(4.1) Qx(y) = 
QxM 

\Xez,v(k)-z\c •fax'r/,.| 
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By perturbation arguments, for any compact set V C Md there exists e(V) > 0 such 
that if s ^ s(V) then the differential DZyVFe : Rd x M -> Md x M is nondegenerate 
on V x M and, moreover, its Jacobian J&cz,vF£ is uniformly bounded away from zéro 
there. Then for any bounded Borel function g on Rd x M, 

VxM 
g o F£(x,y)dpx(y)d£(x) = 

JVxM 
g o F£(x,y)qx(y) x dp(y)d£(x) 

(4.2) red 
'f£(V xM) 

d+d1dr+d 

\Xez,v(k)-z\ s^eLk 

d+d1r 
IJac^^Fel 

dp(v)d£(z). 

It follows from (2.1), (2.2), and from the implicit function theorem arguments that 
there exists Ci > 0 depending only on V such that if x G V, F£(x1y) = (z,v), and 
/ " ^ = (u?i,..., then F"1^,*;) = ((xi,yi),. . . , {xk,yk)) with |x2 - z| < Cie and 
K -t/il < Cie, i = ( kdl )dkThus by (2.1), (2.2), (2.6), and. (4.1), 

(4.3) 
(x,y)eFrl{z,v) 

Qx(y) 
J , y F£ | 

vr 

yef^v 

Qz(y) 
J aCy fz | 

- C2£ = qz(v) + C2£ 

for some C2 > 0 depending only on F. Suppose that g ^ 0 then substituting (4.3) 
into (4.2) and taking into account (2.6) we obtain 

(4.4) 'VxM 
g o F£(x,y)dpx(y)d£(x) ^ 

JF£(VxM) 
g(z,v)(qz(v) + C2e)dp(v)de(z) 

< (1 + C2L^) 
F£{VxM) 

g(z,v)djj,x(v)d£(z). 

If (x,y) E K x M then by (2.1) we see that Fr£l{x, y) G XLT X M for ail n G [0, T/s] 
where, recall, Kr is the closed r-neighborhood of K. It follows that there exists 
CT,K > 0 such that 

(4.5) 
JKxM 

g o F£a(x,y)dpx{y)d£(x) ^ Ct,a 
KltXM 

g(z, v)dpx(y)d£(z) 

for ail n G [0,T/e] and taking g = lEik ô) we dérive (2.7), 

4.2. Next, we consider the setup of Corollary 2.3. First, observe that (2.3) follows 
from §14 in [2] (see also [17]). If x belongs to a compact set K then by (2.1), 
Xxy(n) G X = KLT for ail n ^ T/e so we will have to consider x-coordinates 
in X only. Any vector f G T(Rd x M) = Rd © TM can be uniquely written as 
^ = + Çw where G TRd and ^ G TM and it has the Riemannian norm 
IHflH = \ÇX\ + \\ÇW\\ where | • | is the usual Euclidean norm on Rd and || • || is the 
Riemannian norm on M. The corresponding metrics on M and on Wd x M will be 
denoted by GJM and d, respectively, so that if z\ — (xi,Wi), z2 = (x2,w2) G RD x M 
then d(zi,Z2) — \x\ — x2\ -h dM(uJ\,w2). It is known (see [10] and [16]) that the 
hyperbolic splitting T\x M = Tx © Tx over Ax can be continuously extended to the 
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splitting TV M = ®F" over W which is forward invariant with respect to Dfx and 
uniformly in x G A' satisfies exponential estimâtes 

(4.6) \\DfZa ç e~KnU\\ and \\Df~nv\\ < 'll^li 

for ail £ G r j , î] G T^, and n ^ n0. Moreover, by [6] (see also [17]) we can choose thèse 
extensions so that Tx and F™ will be C1 in x in the corresponding Grassmann manifold. 
Each vector £ G T^^A' x VF) = TXX Ç& TWW can be represented uniquely in the form 
£ = £* + £n + £s with £* G T̂ Af, £n G T^w and £s G r^w. For any small e,fi > 0 set 
CM(e,/3) = {£ G r ( A W ) : | |£l ^ e(3-2\\Çu\\ and |£*| ^ ep~l} andC£„(e,/?) = 
C"(e,/3) nT,;iW(A' x T4'') which are cônes around T" and T" w, respectively. Similarly, 
we define Cs(e,f3) = e T(X x W) : \\C\\ < e/3~2Ua\\ and s£ ||^s||} and 
C°tW(e,P) = CS(E,/3) n TX,W(X x W). We claim that there exist nu/30,e(l3) > 0 such 
that if Fh e X x W VÀ~ = 0,1,. . . , n, n > m, /3 ̂  (30, e < e(/3) then 

(4.7) DzF?C?(e,P) C C£„z(e,/3), C°z(e,/3) D DzF~NCaFnz{e,0) 

and for any £ e Czl(e,f3), î] € CF„z{e,{3), 

(4.8) I P ^ I H £ e*""|ll£lll, |||^Fe-"7,||| > e**"|IMII-

Before deriving (4.7) and (4.8) we explain how to use them in order to obtain 
(2.4). For any linear subspace S of TZ(X x W) dénote by Jf(z) absolute value of 
the Jacobian of the linear map DZF£ : S —> DZF£E with respect to inner products 
induced by the Riemannian metric and set Jf(n,z) = ]Xk=o Je>zFe ^{F£ z). Dénote 
also by Jx(y) absolute value of the Jacobian of the linear map Dyfx : T^y —» F™ ^y 
and set J™(£,n,y) = n£=o ^xe (k)O^x.y(^))- Let nw and rrs be the dimensions of 

and y, respectively, which do not dépend on x,y by continuity considérations. 
If E is an nn-dimensional subspace of TZ(X x VF), z = (x,y), and S C CJf̂ (£,/?) 
then it follows easily from (2.1), (2.2), and (4.7) that there exists a constant C\ > 0 
independent of x G A' and y G M, such that for any small £ > 0 and n G N, 

(4.9) ;i - de)'1 < Jf(n,z)(J:(e,n,2/))-1 < (1 + C^)". 

For each y G Ax and 7 > 0 small enough set 

DzF?C?(e,P) C C£„z(e,/3), C°z(e,/3) D DzF~NCaFnz{e,0 

and 

»',"://•7) = {vew: dM(f£y,/>) •. - •/*•• u| 

which are local stable and unstable manifolds for /x at According to [10] thèse 
families can be included into continuous families of ns and nn-dimensional stable and 
unstable dises W*(y^) and W^(y,7), respectively, defined for ail y G W and such 
that W£(y, 7) tangent to Fx1 W^{y,j) is tangent to r£, fxW£(y,*y) C IV;(/,./;. 0 ) 
and W^(y,7) D /,:1 U';(/,.?/.7). For any ^,?G Md x M set 

d£n(z, z) = max{d(F*2, F*z) : 0 < k < n} 
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and 
B;.(yn,n) = {v e W : d£n ((x, y), (x, v)) < 7}. 

Let v G W£(y,j) and assume that Bx(v,j,n) does not intersect the boimdary 
//ir," i//.-! of W,"(y,7). Set 

V:(v) = V?{v,y) = Wx'(yn) n BJ(t>,7,n) 

and 
V'/'O'.Â-) = V?(v,>y,k) =ssddddddx V , » ) , fc = 1.2 

By (4.7), TV,"(r. k) C Cu{e, fc = 1, 2 , . . . , n (where TV is the tangent bundle of V) 
and we conclude by (4.8), (4.9) and the volume lemma type arguments (see Appendix 
in [4]) that 

(4.10) C~l ^ pu(VJ*(v))J?(e,n,v) ^ C 

where pu is the induced Riemannian volume on W'x{y.^) and we dénote by C here 
and below différent positive constants depending on 7 but not on x G X, y,e, and 
71 ^ Tje. By the volume lemma arguments we dérive also that 

(4.11) pu{V.Ï{v)nF-nE{k,ô)) < C(J£{e.n,v))~lpv(V.lL{v,n) nE(k,ô)) 

where py is the induced n''-dimensional Riemannian volume on Vx(v,ri). By (4.7) 
and (4.8) it is easy to see that if w G VTa(v) then 

(4.12) d{F*(x<v),F£(x,w)) ^ Cexp(-C_1(" - k)) 

for ail k = 0, 1,. . . , n which together with (1.2) yield that 

(4.13) \XxsssssssJn)-XlJn)\^Ce, 

i.e. the x-coordinate of points in V™(v,n) may differ at most by 2Cs. It follows 
by (2.1) that if (~,u) G l;,"(/'.//) D E(k, ô) then (X*v{n).u) G E(k,ô/2) provided 
k ^ (logl/s)1-0, a > 0 and s is small enough. Then, we will have also that for 
such k. 

{Xl„(n)}xW^ ,w)(«,7)c£(M/3) 

provided 7 is small enough. This together with (4.7) yield that 

pv(VÏ(v,n)C\E(k,ô)) < Cpu(^c- „ ( ^ ( n ) , 7 ) ) n £ v e „™(M/2)) 
(4.14) 

^C2p{Ex%<n){k,5IS)) 

where Ez(kjr) = {v : (z,v) G E(k,r)} and k ^ (logl/e)1_tt. In the right hand side 
of (4.14) we can write also v(n) m place of p. It follows from the upper moderate 
déviations bound in [12] that 

(4.15) rk = s\ipp(Ez(k,ka-1)) ^ exp(-cak2a-1) 
zÇzX 

for each a G and some ca > 0. Observe that (4.15) remains true with pz in 
place of p. 
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Now, choose a maximal set of points vt G Wx{y,^) such that Vx(vi,j) does not 
intersect the boundary of Wx(y, 27) and d£n{vj,Vj) ^ 7 if i / j . Then U7 V^t^, 7) D 
W ^ ( Î / , 7 ) and KCN (1^,7/2) are disjoint for différent ifs. Applying the volume lemma 
style arguments as above to Vx(vt, 7/2) we conclude from (4.10) that 

(4.16) 

i 

(Jï(e,n,vi)) 1 ;Cp"(W"(î,,7)) 

It follows from (4.11) and (4.14H4.16) that 

(4.17) ou(W?(v.'v)C\ FrnE(k,6)) € 
i 

]pu(VÏ(vtn)nFrE(k,ô))^Crk 

provided ô ^ ka~l and A: ^ (log±)1_a. Let B((x,y),cry) be a bail in W1 x M 
of radius ey centered at (x,y) for some small constant c. The family W'lzL{v^) D 
B((x, y), C7), (2, G B((x, y), C7) forms a measurable partition of B((x, y), 07) (even 
a foliation) and conditional measures of £ x p relative to this partition are équivalent 
to the corresponding measures pu. Hence, (4.17) implies 

(4.18) i x p(B((x. y), c7) H F7"F(k. (5)) ^ CrA. 

provided 7 is small enough. Choose a minimal finite cover of X x M by balls of radius 
C7 centered at some points (x r ). making the above construction for each point 
[xj.y,) and applying (4.18) we arrive at (2.4) and (2.10) follows from (3.1), (3.10), 
(4.15) and (4.18). Since essential estimâtes concern only volumes on unstable and close 
to unstable manifolds where the SRB measures are équivalent to the volume there we 
see that (4.19) remains true if we replace £ x p by /x such that dp(x, y) = dpx(y)d('(x), 
and so (2.4) and (2.10) remain true with such /x, as well. 

Finally, we prove (4.7) and (4.8). Let £ = + <f' + £,s e TZ(X x M), DzFnÇx = 
C = Çx + C + C's e TFnz(X x M), 2 - (x,w), Dwf^u = //", and Dwf£Ç" = if. 
Then rd +dld) = Çx + (Cn + //") + (Cs + 17*) and = |C*|, ||C"|| ^ CeCn\Ç*l 
HCII ^ <V'"|Ç-V|. \\rf\\ ^ C\\ÇS\\ for some C > 0 independent of £ and ||r/u|| ^ eKn||f"|| 
if n ^ riQ. Hence, for n ^ //(). 

(4.19) IIC + ' f i l > I I » ? " I l - I l C" I l s lsl + d n j d + d l d + l i r i l - C e 6 ' " | ^ | 

and 

(4.20) IIC + ?/1K ||C1 + ||r/'s|K CeCn\Çx\ + C\\C||. 

Suppose that ||<f'|| > fts~l\Zx\ and ||£"|| ^ /^e"1 ||<f||. Then by (4.19), 

(4.21) IIC + rf>\\ > {\e™f3e~l - Cec")\^\ + \e"np2e-l\\ti*\\. 

Put ru = [K'1 ln(8C + 5)] + 1, choose /30 > 0 so that eKn ^ Ttf 7r" for any p <: /30 
and ail n G [ni,2ni], and set e{fi) = f min(/3, C~le~2Cni). Then by (4.21) we see 
that DZFQ£ G Cpn2(£, 2/3) and since we have to check (4.7) only for n G [ni,2ni] we 
obtain easily from (2.1) and (2.2) that the perturbation F£ of F0 satisfies the first 
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part of (4.7) provided (5Q and e(/3) are chosen sufBciently small. The second part of 
(4.7) follows in the same way. 

Next, for n ^ no, 

I I I ^ ^ J ^ ^ I I I ^ 1 1 ^ 7 - 1 1 — I C ^ I — I I C ~ I I — I I C * I I — l l ^ l l 

(4.22) 
>e«^C\\-(l + 2CeCn)\Ç*\-CMa\\ 

^ (eKn - (3-le(l + 2CeCn) - f3~2£C)\\C\\ 

^ (e™ - / T + 2CeCn) - p-2eC)(l + e/T1 + e /r2)"1^!! 

Choose s((3) so small (for instance, e(/3) = f33) that for ail e ^ e{(3) and /3 ̂  /?0, 

e"n - e /T^l + 2CeCn) - £/T2C ^ (1 + £/T1 + e/r2)e§Kn 

for any n G [ni,2ni]. Then, |||DzFo'Ç||| ^ e^n|||£||| for ail such n, and so if e small 
enough we have also |||D2F£n^||| ^ e2Kn|||£|||. Using (4.7) and repeating this argument 
for DzFçniÇ, i — 1,2, in place of £ we dérive the first assertion in (4.8) for ail 
n ^ ni and the second one follows in the same way. 

5. Toral translations and skew translations 

First, we write the Fourier séries for <I>, 

(5.1) ry d= kls) 

d+d1f1r 

$k(x) exp(27n(/c,y)) 

where (k,y) = Y]™=i ^lUh tne vector coefficients &k are given by 

(5.2) d+d1r+d <£>(x, y) exp( — 27ri(k, y))dp{y) 

where p is the Lebesgue measure on T7n. Set 

rN(x,y) = 
k: \k\>N 

$k(x) exp(27rz(fc,2/)) 

then by the well known estimâtes of tails of Fourier expansions of analytic functions 

(5.3) rN(x,y)^c-1e-c-N 

for some c$ > 0 which can be written explicitly via the supremum norm of the analytic 
extension of 3> (see Appendix 1 in [13]). By (5.2), 3>(x) = $o(x), and so by (2.1) and 
(5.1)-(5.3), 

(5.4) 
1 

I n 

n-L 

1=0 
<!>(,-./,A/y)-<!>(,•) ^ c - 1 e - ^ + L 

n k: \k\^N 

n-l i 

1=0 
exp(2iri(k,flxy)) . 

Next, we will deal separately with translations and skew translations. 
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5.1. Consider, first, toral translations fx defined by (2.11). Then we have to estimate 

(5.5) 
n-1 

1=0 
exp(27ri(k,y + lu(x))) ^ 2| exp(27ri(fc,u(x))) - 11"1 

Let V C RD be a compact set and 

Uv(r),N) = {x G V : | exp(27rz(fc, u;(x))) - 1| <: /7|fc|~mfor some k with 0 < \k\ < N}. 

It follows by Diophantine approximations type arguments (cf. Appendix 4 in [13]) 
that for some constant C > 0, 

(5.6) e(Uv(r),N)) ^ Cry( inf A^(x))-^(F) 

with defined before the statement of Theorem 2.4. Set TV = N(e) = \—c\ loge], n = 
n(e) = £~C2, (5 = (5(e) = ec'3, and r/ = rj(s) = £C4 where ci, C2, C3, C4 > 0 will be picked 
up later. Then by (5.4) and (5.5) for any x G V \ Uy{ri, TV), 

(5.7) 
1 

In 

n-l 

Z=0 

$(x,fjïy) - $(x) ^ C(ec*Cl + (loge)2meC2-C4) 

for some C > 0 independent of e. Hence, if 

(5.8) 

then 

(5.9) 

min(c*ci, C2 — C4) > C3 

F n £(<S(E),n(e)) C Uv(T}(e),N{e)) 

provided e is small enough. 
Next, we improve the estimate (3.10) in our particular case. Since fx is an isometry 

then dM{fx{Yly(l - l))./,(/;-l/y)) = Ri-i(x,y) and (3.10) becomes 

(5.10) Ri(x,y) < eL(l +Ll) +Ri-X(x,y) ^ ELI(1 + Ll). 

It follows from (2.7), (3.1), (5.6), (5.7), and (5.10) that (2.13) holds true with c = 
min(c3,1 — 2c2, C4) provided (5.8) is satisfied. Since c\ can be chosen arbitrarily large 
we have to choose only C2,C3,C4 > 0 so that min(ca, 1 — 2c2,C4) is maximal possible 
assuming that C2 — C4 > C3. Set C5 = min(c2 — c±,l — 2c2, C4) then C5 ̂  c. Since we 
can increase one term in the last minimum only by decreasing another term there, it 
is clear that C5 will be maximized when ail three terms are equal. Solving emerging 
then two équations we obtain C5 = C4 = 1/5 and C2 = 2/5. Taking c3 arbitrary close 
but less than 1/5 we conclude that (2.13) holds true with any c < CQ = 1/5. 

5.2. Next, we consider skew translations fx defined by (2.12). Identifying y G Tm 
with a vector of Rm having coordinates yi G [0,1), i — 1,. . . , m we define recursively 
vectors f£y, Yly(k) G Wn by fëy = y, YfjO) = y and fty = (I + P)/?"1// + a(x), 
Yx,y(n) = (I + P)Y.j (n - 1) + a(X| (n - 1)) where / is the m x m identity matrix, 
P = (pjz) is the matrix whose éléments for l < j appear in the définition (2.12) and 
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for l > j are equal to zéro, and a(x) is the m-vector whose first coordinate is a(x) 
and ail other coordinates are zéro. Then 

(5.11) f?y = (I + P)ny + 
n 

1=1 
I + P)n~la(x) 

and 

(5.12) Yly(n) = (I+P)ny + 
n 

1 = 1 
(i + p ) " - ' a (*L , ( ' - i ) ) -

The crucial fact in using the formulas (5.11) and (5.12) is that P is nilpotent, and so 

(5.13) P3 = 0 for ail j ^ m. 

For any vector v = (^i,... ,vm) G Rm dénote by {v} the vector in Tm whose coor
dinates are fractional parts {t>i},..., {vrn} of v\,..., vm, Le. {•} : Wm —> Tm is the 
natural projection. It is clear that 

(5.14) ./:;:// = \K>l\ and Y , f » = \y;jn;\. 

Expanding binomials in (5.11) the coordinates of f".y can be written more explicitly. 
Namely, (see [7], §2 in Ch. 7) ( ld ) d... ,y.m) = (y[n)(a(x)),.. .,ytt]{a{x))) where 

y\"](0) = yi+n/3, 

(5.15) 
y\ = yi + 

i-i 

3 = 1 
yj 

1-3 

q = l 

n\ 

vr 
vr vr 

i-i 

q=l 

n 
vrd 

p)'(', 1 ̂  / se m, 

where pjj are éléments of the qth power of the matrix P. 
Observe, that the projection {•} does not increase distances, and so by (3.7) and 

(5.11)-(5.14), 

Rn(x,y) = dAI(Yly(ri)j:;y) < \Yly - FJy\ 

(5.16) 
CLri1" 

71 

1=1 

X* (l-l)-x\ ^eCL2nm+2 

for some C > 0 depending only on P and m. 
Let k = (fci,..., krn) G Zm, \k\ / 0 and set l0 = l()(k) = max{/ : kt / 0}. Define 

the map $fe : R/o Rh) acting by Vk(yi, • • •, yi0-i,P) = (7i> • • - 7/0) 80 that 

dr 

z=i 
fc/t/f'0= G » - ?/) + jin + 72n2 + • • • + iU)nU) 

for any n G N where y\ïl\(5), l = 1,... ,/0 are given by (5.15). Observe, that ^ is 
one-to-one and the coordinates of ^^x(7i,. . . ,7/0) can be obtained recursively from 
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the formulas 

(5.17) 

PhJï;-" = w 7 j o , yihÀ[y1] = (io - i)!(7z0-i + en/?), 

//2A'/(1̂ ()2 j = {lo - 2)!(7z0-2 + C2i/3 + c22yi), • • • 

2//o-lfc/oP/„,/0-l = (71 +C/o-l,l/? + dv 
vrd 

]pu(VÏ(vt 

where the coefficients c3i, j ^ l satisfy 

(5.18) \c,,\ ^ c(l0)\k\ 

for some c(m) > 0 depending only on m. Next, we will employ an elementary estimate 
of Weyl's sums which can be found on p.p. 215-216 in [19]. Namely, let 

]pu(VÏ(vt 
n 

1 = 1 

exp(27rzG7(/)) 

then it follows easily that for any compact V C IR/(), 

dd 
1 ^ ( 7 1 ) 1 ^ ( 7 ) ^n£ (V^) 

where, recall, K,- is an r-neighborhood of V. By Chebyshev's inequality we conclude 
that for any n e N and ce (0.1/2) there exists a Borel set (7 = Uv,n,à C F such that 

(5.19) i { u ) < ^ ( ^ ) » 2 S " 1 

and 

(5.20) |W7(r?.)| ^ //' ' provided 7 £ /7. 

It follows from (5.17) (5.20) and the nondegeneracy condition on a(x) that for any 
T > 0 and a compact K C Rd there exists a constant C(K, T) > 0 such that 

(5.21) 
n-l 

Z = 0 

]pu(VÏ(vtn)nFrE(k, 

provided x G KLT, 2/ G Tm and (x. y) 0 t/A; C Wl x Tm with 

(5.22) £ x p(f/A:) ^ r(/YV/')|//|Srv~ 1 

where Uk dépends on n, k and c. Set now TV = N(s) = [—c\ loge:], n = n(e) = e r'2, 
and S = S(e) = 6%. Then by (5.4) for any (x,y) 0 U = UA,jA1<:.vf/A.. 

(5.23) 
1 

In 

n-l 

1=0 

$(x. fïv) - $(x)\ € C(ec«Cl + (loeermeœ*) 

for some C > 0 independent of £. Hence, if 

(5.24) min(c$ci, CC2) > C3 

then 

(5.25) tfLTnE(<J(e),n(s)) c£/. 
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It follows from (2.7), (3.1), (5.16), (5.22), and (5.25) that (2.13) holds true with 

(5.26) c = min(c3,1 - (m + 2)c2, c 2(l - 2c)) 
provided c < 1/2 and (5.24) is satisfied. Since ci can be chosen arbitrarily large we 
have to choose only c, c2, C3 > 0 so that the right hand side of (5.26) is maximal 
possible assuming that cc2 > C3. Set C4 = min(cc2,1 — (ra + 2)c 2,c 2(l — 2c)), then 
C4 ̂  c. Again, C4 will be maximized when ail three term in the minimum there will 
be equal which gives c = 1/3, c 2 = 3/(3m + 7), and C4 = l/(3m 4-7). It follows that 
(2.13) holds true with any c < c 0 = l/(3m + 7). 
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